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Titan Expander Barrier
The Titan Expander Barrier is light weight (10.5 kg) and easy to handle. 
The barrier is extremely practical to transport and carry around and is 
supplied ‘ready to install’.

This is an essential item to have on site and add flexibility to your barrier protection. 
The recycled plastic feet are practical for muddy and uneven sites and available in a 
standard foot design, or anti-trip, high visibility alternative. When closed, the barrier is 
just 55cm wide, yet can expand to over 3 metres wide. With the simple addition of a 
coupler, this can be attached to the standard Titan barrier which is of an equally high 
manufacturing standard.  

The barrier can be expanded and closed with a simple pull and push method. It takes 
just one person to use and acts as a highly visual deterrent from unauthorised access. 
The solid, reliable design is highly resilient to wind and rain and ideal for outdoor as well 
as indoor sites. A neat, useful clip keeps the barrier closed and protected from damage 
in transportation.

Key Features 

Product Features 

 Lightweight and compact 

 Flexibility (can be interchanged with a standard Titan barrier)

 Different colour combinations available  

 Standard anti-trip or high visibility feet 

 Clip to keep barrier closed and therefore protected 
 during transportation

 Feet Options: Two feet options available: the Standard Foot and  
 the new Anti-Trip Foot design 

 Can connect to the standard Titan barrier

Titan Expander Barrier Specification
Measurements in mm

Length (closed) Length (open) Depth  Height Weight (kg) Product ID

550 3100 650 1000 10.5 RES140320

 

Mulitiple colour combinations available Retracted Titan Expander Barrier to 550mm

Weight 10.5kg

3100mm

650mm

1000mm
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Technical details
Titan Expander Barrier

Connection latch

Carry handle Carry handle

Working length expanded 3100mm
(Length when retracted 550mm)

Height 
1000mm

Depth 
650mm

Weight 10.5kg

Lattice formation allows for quick expansion

Rubber heavy duty feet, anti trip versions also available
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